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Abstract13

The magnetosphere-ionosphere (MI) coupling is crucial in modeling the thermosphere-14

ionosphere (TI) response to geomagnetic activity. In general circulation models (GCMs)15

the MI coupling is typically realized by specifying the ion convection and auroral par-16

ticle precipitation patterns from e.g., empirical or assimilative models. Assimilative mod-17

els, such as the Assimilative Mapping of Ionospheric Electrodynamics (AMIE), have the18

advantage that the ion convection and auroral particle precipitation patterns are mu-19

tually consistent and based on available observations. However, assimilating a large set20

of diverse data requires expert knowledge and is time consuming. Empirical models, on21

the other hand, are convenient to use, but do not capture all the observed spatial and22

temporal variations. With the availability of AMPERE data, there is an opportunity for23

employing field-aligned currents (FAC) in GCMs to represent the MI coupling. In this24

study, we will introduce a new method which enables us to use observed FAC in GCMs25

and solve for the interhemispherically asymmetric electric potential distribution. We com-26

pare Thermosphere-Ionosphere-Electrodynamics GCM (TIEGCM) simulations of a ge-27

omagnetic storm period using the new approach and two other often-used methods for28

specifying MI coupling based on empirical and assimilative high latitude electric poten-29

tials. The comparison shows general similarities of the TI storm time response and im-30

proved temporal variability of the new method compared to using empirical models, but31

results also illustrate substantial differences due to our uncertain knowledge about the32

MI coupling process.33

Plain Language Summary34

Our society is increasingly dependent on space assets for communication and nav-35

igation and ground infrastructures such as power grids and gas pipelines. The space en-36

vironment is highly variable. Especially during geomagnetic storm large amount of en-37

ergy enter Earth’s upper atmosphere along field-lines from the magnetosphere and can38

drastically change the upper atmosphere, which can become hazardous for satellites and39

ground infrastructures. Numerical models are employed to simulate Earth’s upper at-40

mosphere during geomagnetic storms and describing accurately the coupling to the mag-41

netosphere is crucial. In numerical models the coupling is typically realized by specify-42

ing the high latitude ion drift and auroral particle precipitation patterns from e.g., em-43

pirical or assimilative models. Assimilative models realistically describe the energy in-44
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put since they ingest available observations but they require expert knowledge to run.45

Empirical models are convenient to use and describe average conditions and do not nec-46

essarily capture all the observed variations. With the availability of observed field-aligned47

currents (FAC) there is the opportunity to represent the coupling via FAC. We intro-48

duce a new method using observed FAC in numerical models and compare results of a49

geomagnetic storm period using the new approach to using empirical and assimilative50

models for specifying coupling.51

1 Introduction52

Energy and momentum are transferred from the magnetosphere to the thermosphere-53

ionosphere (TI) system via the high latitude ionosphere. During geomagnetically active54

times, the electric and magnetic fields, as well as precipitation of energetic particles into55

the TI system, are significantly increased with complex temporal and spatial variations.56

The majority of the electromagnetic energy is dissipated in the TI system by Joule heat-57

ing. This enhanced Joule heating rate leads to thermospheric expansion and to dynam-58

ical and compositional changes, and the scale sizes of such variations extend from local59

to global. High latitude electric fields change rapidly during geomagnetic storms, and60

a part of them can penetrate instantaneously to equatorial latitudes. In addition, ion-61

neutral coupling can stir up the neutral atmosphere at high latitudes and lead to dis-62

turbances in the neutral wind system, modifying the electrodynamics and composition,63

which in return influences the plasma distribution.64

Even though there is an increased amount of ionospheric and thermospheric ob-65

servations, e.g., from Global Positioning System Total Electron Content (GPS-TEC),66

Constellation Observing System for Meteorology, Ionosphere, and Climate (COSMIC),67

Global-scale Observations of the Limb and Disk (GOLD), Active Magnetosphere and Plan-68

etary Electrodynamics Response Experiment (AMPERE), general circulation models (GCMs)69

are needed to investigate the physical mechanisms responsible for the observed features.70

A major challenge in GCMs is still to describe the spatial and temporal variation of the71

MI-coupling (e.g., Heelis & Maute, 2020), particularly on smaller scale sizes (e.g., Nishimura72

et al., 2020), but also on large scales (larger than ∼ 300 km). In this study, we focus73

primarily on the large scale TI phenomena.74
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Several approaches exist to describe MI coupling in GCMs, such as coupling to global75

magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) magnetospheric models, using data driven assimilative76

methods and statistical/empirical models to quantify the high latitude forcing. In the77

following, we will briefly describe these approaches to highlight their differences.78

Coupled models of the magnetosphere-ionosphere system, e.g., Space Weather Mod-79

eling Framework (SWMF) (Tóth et al., 2005), the Open Geospace General Circulation80

Model (OpenGGCM) (Raeder et al., 2001), the Coupled Magnetosphere-Ionosphere-Thermosphere81

(CMIT) model (Wiltberger et al., 2004), Grid Agnostic MHD for Extended Research Ap-82

plications (GAMERA) (B. Zhang et al., 2019), have the advantage that the magneto-83

sphere can respond to the ionosphere and vice versa (e.g., Wiltberger, 2015; Winglee et84

al., 2002). However, the coupled magnetosphere-ionosphere-thermosphere (MIT) mod-85

els are complex and computationally expensive. As a result, the coupled MIT models86

are mostly used for case studies.87

Another approach combines diverse sets of observations associated with MI cou-88

pling, e.g., ion drift, magnetic field perturbations, precipitation of auroral energetic par-89

ticles, and assimilates them into mutually consistent global patterns of the electric po-90

tential, ionospheric current, and auroral energy flux and mean energy (e.g., Richmond,91

1992; Cousins, Matsuo, & Richmond, 2015; Lu, 2017). In general, data assimilation meth-92

ods are employed for case studies since data gathering and processing is a tedious, time-93

consuming task.94

Often GCMs are driven by empirical models of the high latitude ion convection (e.g.,95

Weimer, 2005; Heelis et al., 1982) and auroral particle precipitation (e.g., Roble & Ri-96

dley, 1987; Fuller-Rowell & Evans, 1987). The widely used Weimer ion convection model97

(Weimer, 2005) is derived from the Dynamic Explorer 2 (DE2) data set and parametrized98

by solar wind conditions and Earth’s dipole tilt angle with respect to the Sun for oppo-99

site hemispheres. Empirical models are convenient to use since only a few parameters,100

e.g., the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) and the dipole tilt, are required. Compared101

to the assimilative methods and coupled magnetosphere-ionosphere-thermosphere (MIT)102

models, empirical models describe the average high latitude ionospheric conditions that103

generally do not fully describe the actual spatial and temporal variations pertaining to104

a specific event. Interhemispheric asymmetry in empirical models (e.g., Weimer, 2005;105

Heelis et al., 1982) is simplified by reversing the signs of IMF By and Earth’s dipole tilt106
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angle. Despite this limitation, empirical models are very helpful in understanding the107

general behavior of the TI system (e.g., Lei et al., 2015; Qian et al., 2014).108

The Active Magnetosphere and Planetary Electrodynamics Response Experiment109

(AMPERE) project, following on earlier analysis of magnetic field measurements on board110

the 66 polar orbiting Iridium satellites, provides almost continuous magnetic field data111

from January 2010 (when data acquisition began) to August 2017 (current status) in the112

northern and southern polar regions. The field-aligned current (FAC) is derived from these113

magnetic field measurements. The Iridium constellation has a 9-min along track sepa-114

ration and approximately 2 hour local time (LT) separation (Anderson et al., 2000, 2002;115

Waters et al., 2001). The data processing is described by Anderson et al. (2014, and ref-116

erences therein). Spherical harmonic fitting is applied to obtain the polar FAC distri-117

bution, with a spatial resolution of 3o in latitude and 2.4 hrs in local time (LT) every118

2 min using a 10 min sliding window.119

A series of studies highlight the value of the AMPERE data. The AMPERE FAC120

was used to examine magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling during geomagnetic storms and121

substorms (e.g., Anderson et al., 2005; Korth et al., 2005; Clausen et al., 2012; Shi et al.,122

2020b). The AMPERE data is also utilized to better describe high latitude ionospheric123

electrodynamics in assimilative methods by finding an optimal solution of the electric124

potential (e.g., Wilder et al., 2012; Yang et al., 2014; Lu et al., 2014; Lu, 2017) and of125

the magnetic potential (e.g., Matsuo et al., 2015; Cousins, Matsuo, & Richmond, 2015;126

Shi et al., 2020b). Solving the optimization problem directly for the magnetic potential127

has the advantage that no ionospheric conductivities need to be specified for the inver-128

sion (Matsuo et al., 2015). In the present study, FAC distributions based on that approach129

will be used. Details about the difference between FAC distributions from the AMPERE130

data product and the assimilative approach with respect to fitting functions and data131

gap filling are described by Matsuo et al. (2015).132

At middle and low geomagnetic latitudes the electric potential is essentially con-133

stant along magnetic field lines, owing to the very large conductivity parallel to the mag-134

netic field. Therefore, the potential is symmetric in geomagnetic coordinates between135

the northern and southern hemispheres. However, at high magnetic latitudes field lines136

extend far into the magnetosphere, where field-aligned electric fields can develop and where137

magnetic-field distortion associated with magnetospheric currents complicates the map-138
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ping of field lines between the two hemispheres. At these high latitudes hemispheric sym-139

metry of the electric potential is no longer expected in magnetic coordinates which are140

normally determined by a geomagnetic field model that neglects magnetospheric influ-141

ences on the tracing of field lines. In fact, notable asymmetry of the potential between142

the northern and southern polar caps has been found (e.g., Lukianova et al., 2008; Förster143

& Haaland, 2015; Pettigrew et al., 2010).144

The FAC generally shows more interhemispheric asymmetry than does the elec-145

tric potential. The FAC connects to the divergence of ionospheric currents flowing per-146

pendicular to the geomagnetic field, which are associated with not only the electric po-147

tential but also with the conductivity and wind distributions, which have interhemispheric148

asymmetries of their own. At middle and low latitudes, where the potential is symmet-149

ric, the FAC is antisymmetric, because current flowing out of one hemisphere along a150

field line follows that field line into the opposite hemisphere. Differences in solar illumi-151

nation between the hemispheres contribute to different conductivities, as do differences152

in magnetic field strength at conjugate points in the two hemispheres. Together with hemi-153

spheric asymmetry of the wind, interhemispheric asymmetry of the conductivity and of154

the high latitude electric field mean that the FAC generally is interhemispherically asym-155

metric everywhere. At high latitudes interhemispheric asymmetry of the FAC has been156

found by e.g., Fujii et al. (1981); Coxon et al. (2016); Cousins, Matsuo, Richmond, and157

Anderson (2015); Berchem et al. (2016). At low latitudes it has been examined by e.g.,158

Fukushima (1979); Park et al. (2011); Lühr et al. (2015).159

Numerical techniques exist to calculate the ionospheric electric potential from given160

distributions of conductivity, wind, and FAC from the magnetosphere under the condi-161

tion that the electric potential is hemispherically symmetric everywhere, even in the po-162

lar cap (e.g., Richmond & Maute, 2014). In another approach, interhemispheric sym-163

metry of the potential at middle and low latitudes is sometimes ignored, and the elec-164

tric potential is solved for each hemisphere independently, based on conductivities, winds,165

and FAC for one hemisphere at a time, using simplified boundary conditions at low lat-166

itudes (e.g., Wiltberger et al., 2004; Tóth et al., 2005). No mutually consistent merg-167

ing of these two approaches yet exists that takes into account the required low latitude168

symmetry and allows for high latitude asymmetry of the potential for a given FAC dis-169

tribution, with physically appropriate boundary conditions at the equator and interface170

conditions between the polar and midlatitude regions.171
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The difficulty was illustrated by Marsal et al. (2012) who employed AMPERE field-172

aligned current to drive the NCAR Thermosphere-Ionosphere-Electrodynamics General173

Circulation Model (TIEGCM) and compared observed and simulated ground magnetic174

field variations. They demonstrated that the temporal variation of the simulated ground175

magnetic perturbations compared better with observations when prescribing AMPERE-176

FAC at high latitude instead of the empirical Heelis ion convection pattern (Heelis et al.,177

1982).178

This issue of how to solve for interhemispheric asymmetry of the high latitude po-179

tential was addressed by Marsal et al. (2012) in an ad-hoc way by conducting three sim-180

ulations with prescribed FAC from: 1. the northern polar region, 2. the southern po-181

lar region, and 3. the average of both. It was demonstrated that, depending on the lo-182

cation of the magnetometer station, one of the three simulations agreed better with the183

observations than the others. However, this approach cannot describe the thermospheric184

and ionospheric response to the interhemispherically asymmetric MI coupling in the ion185

drift, the plasma distribution, the dynamics, and the composition in a consistent way.186

The goal of this study is thus to develop a method to include prescribed FAC in187

GCMs. We present an efficient way to incorporate observed FAC to improve on spatio-188

temporal variations in the TI system compared to empirical models. To our knowledge189

this is the first time that observed FACs are used in a thermosphere-ionosphere GCM190

to calculate the hemispherically different electric potential. The focus of the present study191

is on describing the new method and comparing it to other widely used MI coupling meth-192

ods in GCMs.193

We first provide an overview of the TIEGCM in Section 2, and then describe the194

ionospheric electrodynamics with prescribed high latitude potential in Section 2.1 and195

with prescribed FAC using the new approach in Section 2.2. In Section 3, we describe196

the set-up of the three simulations using Weimer electric potential, AMIE derived elec-197

tric potential and particle precipitation, and high latitude observed FAC. The thermosphere-198

ionosphere response to geomagnetic activity of the three simulations is compared at high199

latitudes in Section 4 and in the middle and low latitude regions in Section 5. We sum-200

marize our findings in Section 6.201
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2 TIEGCM202

The TIEGCM is a self-consistent numerical model of the thermosphere and iono-203

sphere, which includes the dynamics, energetics and chemistry of the atmosphere and204

is coupled to a steady-state ionospheric electrodynamo. The original model development205

was done by Dickinson et al. (1984); Roble et al. (1988) and Richmond et al. (1992) and206

more information about the model updates can be found in Qian et al. (2014) and ref-207

erences therein. The TIEGCM ionospheric electrodynamo considers forcing by the wind208

dynamo, gravity and plasma pressure gradient driven current, and magnetosphere-ionosphere209

coupling (Richmond & Maute, 2013). In this study, we ignore the contributions from the210

gravity and plasma pressure gradient driven current. The model spans approximately211

from 97 km to 450–600 km depending on the solar cycle conditions.212

In the default TIEGCM simulations, the high latitude energy input associated with213

auroral particle precipitation is represented by an analytical auroral model (Roble & Ri-214

dley, 1987; Emery et al., 2012) and the high latitude electric potential can be prescribed215

by the Weimer (2005) model. Alternatively, the auroral particle precipitation and po-216

tential patterns can be specified by the Assimilative Mapping of Ionospheric Electrody-217

namics (AMIE) procedure (e.g., Richmond, 1992) by ingesting various observations of,218

e.g., ion drift, magnetic perturbations, aurora energy spectrum. In this study, we intro-219

duce a third option of prescribing FAC based on observations.220

2.1 Prescribed high latitude electric potential221

The magnetosphere couples to the TI system at high latitude via the ionospheric222

electrodynamics. Therefore, we first provide the steady state electrodynamo equation223

based on a simplified version of Equation (11) from Richmond and Maute (2013), which224

considers a prescribed electric potential ΦR pattern at high latitude.225

p
∂

∂φm

[
ΣTφφ

cosλm

∂Φ

∂φm
+ ΣTφλ

∂Φ

∂|λm|

]
+ p

∂

∂|λm|

[
ΣTλφ

∂Φ

∂φm
+ ΣTλλ cosλm

∂Φ

∂|λm|

]
−

(1− p)σRR cosλmΦ = pR

[
∂KDT

mφ

∂φm
+
∂KDT

mλ cosλm
∂|λm|

]
− (1− p)σRR cosλmΦR

(1)
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with226

λm, φm modified apex latitude & longitude

RE , hR Earth’s radius and ionospheric reference height

R = RE + hR Radius to the conducting ionospheric layer

(·)N , (·)S , (·)sym northern, southern, and symmetric value

(·)T sum of (·)Nand (·)S

KD field-line integrated dynamo current term

Φ electric potential

Σ conductance term

σR,ΦR reference conductivity, prescribed electric potential

p factor determines coupling strength of Φ to ΦR

For the definition of the field-line integrated quantities KD and Σ we refer to Richmond227

(1995) and Richmond and Maute (2013). The boundary conditions, in magnetic coor-228

dinates, are that the electric field is continuous in longitude and across the pole, and that229

the fieldline-integrated meridional current density vanishes at the equator.230

The forcing via a prescribed electric potential ΦR describes a perfect voltage gen-231

erator for p = 0. The factor p and the reference conductivity σR determine the strength232

of the coupling of the potential Φ to the prescribed potential ΦR. In the TIEGCM, p233

varies in magnetic latitude, being zero in the high latitude region where ΦR is prescribed,234

one in the middle and low latitude region with pure wind dynamo forcing, and linearly235

varying in the transition region in-between. The transitional latitude of p from zero to236

one depends on the magnitude of the polar electric potential drop of ΦR (see Support-237

ing Information S1). The factor p is invariant in magnetic longitude. In the default TIEGCM,238

the northern hemisphere potential ΦR is used when solving for Φ, which is hemispher-239

ically symmetric, i.e., the same at conjugate points in the two hemispheres. To account240

for interhemispheric difference in the high latitude electric potential, the southern hemi-241

sphere solution Φ is overwritten with the southern hemisphere prescribed potential ΦR.242

Note that the low latitude ”‘penetration”’ electric field effect, which generally is defined243

in the GCM as the instantaneous electric field without any wind dynamo present, is based244

on the northern hemisphere prescribed potential ΦR. In the future it should be consid-245

ered to modify the default TIEGCM to prescribe the hemispherically symmetric high246
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latitude electric potential with the associated ”‘penetration”’ electric field effect, and then247

add or subtract the antisymmetric potential in the two hemispheres. In the high lati-248

tude region where p = 0, the wind dynamo is not considered explicitly in Equation (1).249

2.2 Prescribed high latitude field-aligned current250

In the following, we introduce the method to prescribe high latitude FAC in GCMs.251

This method essentially describes the MI coupling as a pure current generator in the ab-252

sence of the wind dynamo. Note that when we use the term FAC in the following we re-253

fer to the radial component of the FAC associated with the convergence of transverse254

magnetospheric current along a field line.255

In a first step, the electrodynamo equation is solved for an assumed hemispheri-256

cally symmetric electric potential Φsym by forcing with the sum (or twice the interhemi-257

spherically symmetric part) of the prescribed FAC at conjugate points JMr. According258

to the notation by Richmond (1995) the magnetospheric source current along a field line259

is JMr = JNmr + JSmr. We add the superscript (·)sym to the potential solution Φ to in-260

dicate that it is the symmetric response to the sum of the wind dynamo in both hemi-261

spheres and FAC density JMr.262

∂

∂φm

[
ΣTφφ

cosλm

∂Φsym

∂φm
+ ΣTφλ

∂Φsym

∂|λm|

]
+

∂

∂|λm|

[
ΣTλφ

∂Φsym

∂φm
+ ΣTλλ cosλm

∂Φsym

∂|λm|

]
=

R

[
∂KDT

mφ

∂φm
+
∂KDT

mλ cosλm
∂|λm|

]
+ JMrR

2 cosλm

(2)

In the second step, the residual FAC in each hemisphere JN,resmr and JS,resmr is determined263

by calculating the FAC that would be driven by Φsym and the conductivities and dy-264

namo effects of that hemisphere, and subtracting it from the prescribed FAC J
N/S
mr . The265

hemispheric specific values are denoted by (·)N and (·)S , or (·)N/S .266

JN/S,resmr =JN/Smr −
1

R2 cosλm

∂

∂φm

[
Σ
N/S
φφ

cosλm

∂Φsym

∂φm
+ Σ

N/S
φλ

∂Φsym

∂|λm|

]
−

1

R2 cosλm

∂

∂|λm|

[
Σ
N/S
λφ

∂Φsym

∂φm
+ Σ

N/S
λλ cosλm

∂Φsym

∂|λm|

]
+

1

R cosλm

[
∂K

DN/S
mφ

∂φm
+
∂K

DN/S
mλ cosλm
∂|λm|

] (3)

The field-aligned current J
N/S,res
mr represents the residual FAC, which effect is not cap-267

tured by the hemispherically symmetric solution in Equation (2).268
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In a third step, we determine the electric potential in each hemisphere ΦN/S due269

to the residual field-aligned current J
N/S,res
Mr by solving the following equation separately270

for each hemisphere.271

pc
∂

∂φm

[
Σ
N/S
φφ

cosλm

∂ΦN/S

∂φm
+ Σ

N/S
φλ

∂ΦN/S

∂|λm|

]
+

pc
∂

∂|λm|

[
Σ
N/S
λφ

∂ΦN/S

∂φm
+ Σ

N/S
λλ cosλm

∂ΦN/S

∂|λm|

]
− (1− pc)σcR cosλmΦN/S =

pcJN/S,resmr R2 cosλm − (1− pc)σcR cosλmΦc

(4)

We expect the residual field-aligned current J
N/S,res
mr to be large in the high latitude re-272

gion, and do not consider residual FAC in the middle and low latitude region. When solv-273

ing for ΦN/S we set the electric potential at middle and low latitude to zero by choos-274

ing Φc = 0. The factor pc depends on latitude and determines the transition latitude275

between specified potential and solving for ΦN/S . The factor pc is zero at middle and276

low latitude and one at high latitude. We choose pc = 1 poleward of |λm| = 45o and277

pc = 0 equatorward of |λm| = 40o. Therefore, the electric potential ΦN/S will be zero278

equatorward of |λm| = 40o, and is also set to zero over the entire opposite hemisphere.279

The regions where ΦN/S are non-zero are unique for the corresponding hemisphere.280

In a fourth step, the total potential is determined by adding the global potential281

solution from step 1 and the potential solution in each hemisphere from step 3282

Φ = Φsym + ΦN + ΦS (5)

For the present study, Equation 3 is not implemented in the precise form given. For com-283

putational simplicity, we approximate the hemispheric specific dynamo terms K
DN/S
mφ/λ284

by the sum of the dynamo terms in the two hemispheres KDT
mφ/λ (see Richmond (1995)285

for definition), since at present the values of the hemispheric specific dynamo terms K
DN/S
mφ/λ286

are not easily available during the model computation, while those for KDT
mφ/λ are. That287

is, we replace the wind-dynamo terms for each hemisphere by the sum of the value for288

both hemispheres. This simplification should give a reasonable approximation to the gen-289

eral properties of wind-dynamo effects on the polar potentials, if not a highly accurate290

representation. Since currents associated with the wind dynamo are generally much smaller291

than those associated with the electric field, this approximation introduces only relatively292

minor errors to the overall potential solution. Furthermore, when considering the com-293

bined wind dynamo forcing at high latitude, the errors tend to be antisymmetric between294

the hemispheres, so that their sum is small. During equinox conditions, the errors will295
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be further reduced in cases when the high latitude wind and conductivity patterns are296

not significantly different between hemispheres. We expect the magnitude of the errors297

to be roughly comparable to errors introduced by other approximations our technique298

utilizes, such as the lack of strict midlatitude conjugacy of the electric potential when299

ΦN and ΦS are added to Φsym.300

In numerical TI models, the auroral particle precipitation and FAC distributions301

are often not derived in a mutually consistent way since they are based on measurements302

from different observational platforms and might use different parametrization (e.g., Marsal,303

2015; Cousins, Matsuo, & Richmond, 2015; Zhu et al., 2020). In general, FAC mainly304

flows in regions with substantial Pedersen conductance. To avoid unreasonably large elec-305

tric fields, we limit FAC flow into regions with low Pedersen conductance by adjusting306

the original FAC Jorgmr following Marsal et al. (2012) using307

JΣ
mr =


Jorgmr if Σp > Σlimit.

0 if Σp ≤ Σlimit

(6)

with the Pedersen conductance Σp and the conductance limit Σlimit, which we have set308

to Σlimit = 1.5S. Note that Marsal et al. (2012) used Σlimit = 2.0S. The field-aligned309

current density at the top of the ionosphere integrated over the whole sphere has to van-310

ish. We therefore adjust the prescribed non-zero field-aligned current Jmr,i at location311

i by312

Jmr,i = JΣ
mr,i −

∑N
i=1(JΣ

mr,iΩi)∑N
i=1 Ωi

(7)

subtracting the average residual from the local field-aligned current JΣ
mr,i. The summa-313

tions over all N points i in a hemisphere do not include the points with JΣ
mr,i = 0 and314

their associated areas. This simple correction works for the examined time period in this315

study, but for other time periods it can lead to unrealistic electric field patterns. To avoid316

the distribution of field-aligned current into regions of low conductances, the adjustment317

should be weighted by the Pedersen conductance and the absolute magnitude of the field-318

aligned current as done by Marsal et al. (2012), in addition to adjusting the Σlimit value.319

3 Results320

TIEGCM simulations using the new method of considering prescribed high lati-321

tude FAC will be compared to simulations employing the widely used method of prescribed322

high latitude electric potential patterns via the Weimer model and the AMIE procedure,323
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which are both briefly described in this Section. Because the high latitude electric fields,324

conductivities, and currents are different among the three techniques, ion drag and Joule325

heating are also different, resulting in different thermosphere and ionosphere responses326

to high latitude forcing. We focus on the ionosphere-thermosphere response to the sim-327

ulated MI coupling during the 28-30 May 2010 period. It is important to point out that328

the analysis of this single time period is insufficient to allow us to draw general conclu-329

sions about the relative merits of the three ways of specifying high latitude inputs to the330

TIEGCM.331

Figure 1 illustrates the IMF conditions for 28-30 May 2010 (day of year (DOY) 148332

to 150), which was a modest storm with Dst reaching -80 nT on 29 May 2010 at 12 uni-333

versal time (UT) when IMF Bz was southward for several hours (reaching -14nT) and334

IMF By is gradually rotated from negative to positive over the course of 29 May (DOY335

149).336

At the TIEGCM lower boundary (approximately at 97 km) all simulations spec-337

ify tidal perturbations based on the Global Scale Wave Model (GSWM) tidal climatol-338

ogy (X. Zhang et al., 2010a, 2010b). GSWM includes the effect of migrating and non-339

migrating, diurnal and semidiurnal tidal components. The solar XUV, EUV (extreme340

ultraviolet), and FUV (far ultraviolet) spectral fluxes are defined by the EUV flux model341

for aeronomic calculations (EUVAC) (Richards et al., 1994) using the observed solar ra-342

dio flux at 10 cm F10.7.343

3.1 Prescribing the field-aligned current344

While it is possible to use the AMPERE FAC product as done by Marsal et al. (2012),345

we employ in this study the FAC distributions based on an assimilative method lead-346

ing to latitudinally smoother variations (Matsuo et al., 2015) compared to the AMPERE347

FAC product. To derive the high latitude FAC in the two hemispheres, the magnetic field348

observations by Iridium satellites were processed as described by Shi et al. (2020a, 2020b).349

Information from 300 three-hour averages of AMPERE data allows the construction of350

a background model and creation of background error covariance matrix (Shi et al., 2020a),351

which in turn support an empirical orthogonal function analysis of the data. A small amount352

of data (in this case 4 min chunks of AMPERE data) updates the background via the353

optimal interpolation method to reconstruct the high-latitude magnetic potential and354
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FAC patterns at a specific time. The along-track magnetic perturbation data, which have355

larger uncertainties than the cross-track data, were included in the processing to improve356

the agreement of the total hemispherically integrated FAC magnitude compared to the357

AMPERE-FAC data product.358

Using the observed magnetic perturbations, the mean and first five Empirical Or-359

thogonal Functions (EOF) patterns of the magnetic potential are determined for a 3-hour360

time window. An Optimal Interpolation (OI) method is employed to derive the magnetic361

potential and FAC for a 4-min time window that slides in a 2-min cadence to get the time362

evolution. The procedure is restricted to the area poleward of 50o magnetic latitude and363

provides the radial component of the FAC mapped to 110 km using Equation (7.3) in364

Richmond (1995). For details about OI method to derive FAC current patterns we re-365

fer to Shi et al. (2020a, 2020b). As mentioned in Section 2, the TIEGCM has a default366

analytical aurora model (Roble & Ridley, 1987; Emery et al., 2012) which is parametrized367

by the hemispheric power and the cross polar potential drop. Since the analytical au-368

rora model and the FAC patterns were developed independently the location of the au-369

rora does not necessarily align with the regions of prescribed FAC. Therefore, for the sim-370

ulation with prescribed high latitude FAC, we modified the default auroral parametriza-371

tion by increasing the aurora oval width and reducing the energy flux, decreasing the au-372

rora oval offset toward midnight and increasing the offset toward dawn (see Table S1 in373

Supporting Information). This modification tends to lead to improved alignment of the374

prescribed FAC distribution with the auroral oval. An example of the auroral ionization375

rate distribution for 29 May 2010 (DOY 149) at 12 UT at approximately 118km is given376

in Figure 2. Details about the modifications can be found in the Supporting Informa-377

tion S1. For our plots we will use either quasi-dipole coordinates (which are nearly con-378

stant in height) or modified magnetic apex coordinates (which are constant along field379

lines) with a reference height of 90 km (for the electric potential) or 110 km (for the ver-380

tical current density). Note that quasi dipole and modified apex coordinates are simi-381

lar in regions of almost vertical magnetic fieldlines and are identical if the quasi dipole382

height and the reference height are the same (Richmond, 1995). In the following, we ab-383

breviate the simulation with prescribed FAC by OIM-FAC to point out that the FAC384

is obtained by the Optimal-Interpolation Method (OIM).385
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3.2 Prescribing the Weimer electric potential386

For comparison, we also simulate the time period using at high latitude Weimer387

electric potential pattern parametrized by IMF By and Bz, solar wind density and ve-388

locity, and dipole tilt angle. The solar wind data used in the TIEGCM has a 5-min ca-389

dence and is linearly interpolated to the model time. The TIEGCM default aurora parametriza-390

tion for the Weimer case is employed as shown in Supporting Information S1 (Emery et391

al., 2012). In Figure 2 the default auroral ionization rate distribution for the Weimer case392

(left panel) illustrates higher ionization rates over a smaller area than for the OIM-FAC393

case (right panel) due to the modified aurora parametrization described in Section 3.1.394

The transition latitude from specified electric potential to solving for the potential due395

to the wind dynamo varies with the strength of the average northern and southern hemi-396

sphere electric potential drop (see Supporting Information S1 for details). In the follow-397

ing, we abbreviate the simulation with prescribed Weimer electric potential by Weimer-398

POT.399

3.3 Prescribing AMIE electric potential and auroral particle precipita-400

tion401

In addition, we simulate the time period using electric potential and aurora par-402

ticle precipitation patterns derived from the AMIE procedure (Lu et al., 2001). For this403

event, the data inputs to AMIE are ground magnetic perturbations from 185 magnetome-404

ter stations, the Super Dual Auroral Radar Network (SuperDARN) line-of-sight ion drift,405

the AMPERE magnetic field, and ion drifts from DMSP (F15, F16, and F18) as well as406

auroral precipitation from DMSP/SSUSI (F16, F17, and F18) to derive an optimal fit407

of ion convection and particle precipitation. In data sparse regions, the fitting relies heav-408

ily on statistical information from the background models. AMIE provides mutually con-409

sistent global patterns of electric potential and auroral energy flux and mean energy in410

both northern and southern hemispheres every 5 mins. Since the AMIE patterns are based411

on more observations, we expect that the TIEGCM simulation with AMIE forcing in-412

cludes spatial and temporal details not captured by the Weimer-POT and different from413

the OIM-FAC simulations. The auroral ionization rate in Figure 2 based on AMIE (mid-414

dle panel) includes more spatial structure than presented in the analytical model used415

in the TIEGCM (left and right panel). The two auroral ionization rate distributions based416

on the analytical model in Figure 2 do not agree since the parametrization differs as de-417
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scribed in Section 3.1 In the following, we abbreviate the simulation using AMIE pat-418

terns by AMIE-POT.419

4 Comparison in the high latitude region420

In this Section, we compare the three simulations in the high latitude region to as-421

sess the TIEGCM simulation with prescribed FAC in general terms. First, we compare422

the FAC distribution at DOY 149 (29 May 2010) at 12 UT in Figure 3 from the AMPERE-423

FAC data product, the empirical Weimer FAC model (Weimer, 2005), the AMIE pro-424

cedure, and the OIM-FAC used in this study (see Section 2). Except for the Weimer FAC425

model (Fig. 3b) all other distributions (Fig. 3a, 3c, 3d) are based on AMPERE obser-426

vations. The AMIE procedure, however, ingests additional data. The processing of the427

magnetic perturbations to derive the AMPERE-FAC data product (Fig. 3a) and the OIM-428

FAC (Fig. 3d) differs, leading to some deviations in the FAC patterns. The AMPERE-429

FAC data product has more spatial structure, especially in latitudinal direction, which430

might be an artifact of the spherical harmonic analysis (e.g., Marsal et al., 2012; Mat-431

suo et al., 2015). Both the FAC density from OIM-FAC case and from AMIE tend to432

be smoother than the AMPERE-FAC data product.433

In general, the maximum region-2 current in the OIM-FAC case tends to be smaller434

than that in the AMIE case and in the AMPERE-FAC data product. The AMIE-FAC435

patterns include more detailed structures such as the upward current around midnight436

which are also in the AMPERE-FAC data product, but not captured by Weimer-FAC437

and OIM-FAC. The empirical FAC model by Weimer (2005) is parametrized in a sim-438

ilar way as the associated empirical electric potential model, and based on Dynamic Explorer-439

2 (DE2) magnetic perturbations to derive the magnetic potential. The region-1 current440

of the Weimer-FAC is distributed over a wider latitudinal range and the region-2 cur-441

rent of the Weimer-FAC is more equatorward than in the other cases. Overall, the FAC442

distributions of the different cases are reasonable and representative for the southward443

IMF conditions.444

The integrated upward field-aligned current density poleward of quasi dipole lat-445

itude λq = 50o is illustrated in Figure 4. During the quiescent day (DOY 148) the in-446

tegrated FAC from the AMPERE data product, AMIE-FAC and OIM-FAC agree very447

well. The integrated FAC from the Weimer FAC model is mostly larger than those from448
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the other cases. The temporal variation of the integrated Weimer FAC tends to be smoother449

than for the other three cases, particularly during the disturbed day 149.450

The magnitude and temporal variation of the AMPERE-FAC and AMIE-FAC agree451

best with each other. Note that the AMIE procedure ingests the AMPERE data. The452

OIM-FAC (red lines) tends to underestimate the integrated FAC during the geomagnet-453

ically active time, more so in the southern than in the northern hemisphere. The reduced454

magnitude of region-1 and region-2 current of the OIM-FAC case compared to AMIE-455

FAC and the AMPERE-FAC data product is also visible in Figure 3. The comparison456

suggests that the data processing in the OIM-FAC case reduces the FAC magnitude, but457

on the other hand leads to smooth, well behaved spatial FAC variations, which fit rea-458

sonably well to the TIEGCM auroral particle precipitation. Since the focus of this study459

is on presenting the new method, we do not artificially increase the magnitude of OIM-460

FAC.461

The simulated total radial current density is illustrated in Figure 5 due to high lat-462

itude forcing and wind dynamo, and in Figure 6 due to the wind dynamo alone (con-463

vergence of transverse wind dynamo current along a field line) for the same time as the464

field-aligned current density in Figure 3. In the case of driving the TIEGCM with OIM-465

FAC we expect that the FAC (Fig. 3d) (note that this is the radial component of the466

FAC) is very similar to the total simulated radial current density (Fig. 5c) since we pre-467

scribe the field-aligned current density in high latitude region. Some minor difference can468

exist due to the adjustment of the FAC described in Section 2.2.469

When we prescribe a high latitude electric potential pattern in the TIEGCM the470

wind dynamo does not affect the potential solution poleward of θcp (see Supporting In-471

formation S1) as described in Equation (1). But, the total current in Figure 5 does in-472

clude the wind dynamo driven FAC. The radial current density due to the wind dynamo473

(Figure 6) tends to be opposite to the FAC (Figure 3) (Lu et al., 1995), which contributes474

to the fact that the simulated total radial current density (Figure 5b) for the AMIE-POT475

case is reduced compared to FAC from the AMIE procedure in Figure 3c.476

The difference between the Weimer empirical FAC model in Figure 3b and the sim-477

ulated total radial current density in Figure 5a is larger than that for the AMIE and OIM-478

FAC cases. The magnitude and latitudinal variation of the simulated radial current den-479

sity (Figure 5a) agrees better than the empirical Weimer FAC model with the FAC dis-480
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tributions from the AMIE-POT and OIM-FAC cases. While the empirical FAC repre-481

sents average conditions, the simulated radial current density is strongly influenced by482

the modeled auroral conductivities, leading to a more confined current density compared483

to the empirical FAC model, which highlights the importance of the auroral conductiv-484

ities.485

The wind driven radial current densities of the three cases (Figure 6) are similar,486

indicating that the neutral wind and the conductivities have overall similar variations487

in the three cases. The dynamo driven radial current density from the AMIE-POT and488

OIM-FAC cases are similar in both magnitude and overall distribution. There are some489

differences in the southern hemisphere around 3 magnetic local time (MLT) and noon490

time. Note that for the AMIE-POT case, AMIE provides mutually consistent auroral491

particle precipitation while for the OIM-FAC case the TIEGCM analytical aurora model492

with modified parametrization is used. The difference in auroral ionization (indicated493

in Figure 2 at 118km) combined with differences in the neutral wind (indicated in the494

zonal mean wind in Figure 10) can lead to these differences in the wind driven FAC. The495

dynamo driven radial current density is in general larger in the Weimer-POT case than496

in the other two cases, especially toward the equatorward edge of the aurora. This can497

partly contribute to the more confined total radial current density pattern (Figure 5a)498

at high latitude compared to the empirical Weimer FAC model (Figure 3b).499

The cross polar potential drop is roughly a measure of the strength of the electric500

field, especially during periods dominated by two-cell convection patterns. The tempo-501

ral variation of the electric potential drop in the northern and southern polar region is502

depicted in Figure 7, indicating better agreement in magnitude and temporal variation503

between the AMIE-POT and OIM-FAC potential drop than between the AMIE-POT504

and Weimer-POT cases. For the Weimer-POT case, the potential drop is in general larger505

than that for the other two cases, and the magnitude of the variation tends to be dom-506

inated by the IMF Bz variation.507

The spatial variations of the electric potential are compared in Figure 8 for 29 May508

2010 (DOY 149) at UT 12, when southward IMF Bz dominates. For comparison the Su-509

perDARN assimilative mapping (SAM) (Cousins et al., 2013) of the electric potential510

is added (Figure 8a) based on ion drift measurements by SuperDARN. The ion drift ob-511

servations are shown by the colored arrows in Figure 8a. The SAM background model512

is based on the SuperDARN observations.513
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The Weimer polar potential drop is up to 50% larger than that for the AMIE-POT514

and OIM-FAC cases (see Figure 7). The SuperDARN and the Weimer potentials rep-515

resent a more symmetric two-cell pattern. The AMIE potential, which is partly informed516

by SuperDARN data, is more distorted. The electric potential is solved for in the OIM-517

FAC case (not prescribed as for Weimer-POT and AMIE-POT cases), and therefore also518

depends on the aurora conductance. Any misfit between the spatial variation of the FAC519

and auroral particle precipitation can result in unrealistic electric potential variations.520

In the OIM-FAC case (Figure 8d), there is a secondary minimum in the southern hemi-521

sphere around 4 MLT and λm = −60o which could be caused by such a misfit. Over-522

all, the electric potential for the OIM-FAC case has a smooth structure and the poten-523

tial drop strength is in reasonable agreement with the one from the AMIE-POT case with524

some difference in the pattern’s morphology.525

The hemispherically integrated Joule heating rate is often used as a measure of the526

energy input from the magnetosphere into the ionosphere. The hemispherically integrated527

Joule heating rate poleward of λq = 50o is given in Figure 9 for the 3 simulations. Dur-528

ing the active day on 29 May 2010 (DOY 149) the Joule heating rate for the Weimer-529

POT case is significantly larger than that for the AMIE-POT and OIM-FAC simulations.530

Note that for all TIEGCM simulations, the Joule heating rate is increased by 50% to ac-531

count for small scale electric field variability not captured by the large scale electric field532

and auroral precipitation (e.g., Codrescu et al., 1995). Similar to the potential drop vari-533

ation, the Joule heating rate of the Weimer-POT simulation tends to correlate directly534

with the IMF Bz variations (Figure 1), which causes a single spike of 400 GW at the end535

of DOY 149 due to the sudden southward turning of Bz. This spike is much smaller in536

the AMIE-POT and OIM-FAC simulations. The temporal variability and interhemispheric537

differences in the hemispherically integrated Joule heating rate during DOY 149 are more538

prominent for the AMIE-POT and OIM-FAC cases than for the Weimer-POT case.539

Overall, the hemispherically integrated Joule heating rate from the OIM-FAC sim-540

ulation tends to track that from the AMIE-POT simulation reasonably well. There are541

some differences during the first few hours of DOY 149 when the northern hemisphere542

Joule heating rate from the OIM-FAC case is as large as that from the WEIMER-POT543

case and almost double that from the AMIE-POT case. This is associated with the larger544

potential drop in the OIM-FAC case compared to the AMIE-POT simulation during that545

time period (Figure 7). Similarly, around 7 UT on DOY 149 (149.3), the OIM-FAC in-546
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tegrated Joule heating dips below the AMIE-POT Joule heating due to the smaller po-547

lar potential drop (Figure 7). The southern hemisphere Joule heating rate from the OIM-548

FAC case tends to be lower than that from the AMIE-POT simulation, but the Joule549

heating rate difference is not as large as the difference between the AMIE-POT and Weimer-550

POT cases. Note that for the Weimer-POT and AMIE-POT cases, the Joule heating rate551

scales with the Pedersen conductance since the electric field is prescribed, but in the OIM-552

FAC case, the relationship is more complex since any increase/decrease in the polar con-553

ductance tends to be balanced by a decrease/increase in the electric field to maintain554

the prescribed FAC.555

5 Comparison at the middle and low latitude regions556

In this Section, we will compare the middle and low latitude thermosphere and iono-557

sphere of the OIM-FAC simulation to the Weimer-POT and AMIE-POT simulations to558

assess the general differences amongst them. The zonal mean wind at 350 km is illus-559

trated in Figure 10 over geographic latitude and DOY (meridional/zonal wind is defined560

as northward/eastward positive). On the geomagnetically active DOY 149, the Joule heat-561

ing rate from the Weimer simulation is up to twice as large as compared to the other two562

cases (Figure 9), and therefore the neutral wind is more equatorward and westward for563

the Weimer-POT case, especially in the northern hemisphere. In the southern middle564

latitude region the zonal mean zonal wind of the OIM-FAC simulation tends to be more565

eastward compared to the other two simulations associated with the smaller southern566

hemisphere Joule heating rate of the OIM-FAC simulation.567

Due to the sudden increase in the high latitude Joule heating input there are sig-568

natures of traveling atmospheric disturbances (TAD) with a phase speed of approximately569

590 m/s in the meridional wind as derived from the slope of the disturbance traveling570

from the polar region toward the equator over time. These signatures are most pronounced571

in the AMIE-POT simulation, but also present in the OIM-FAC simulation with smaller572

wind amplitudes. In the Weimer-POT simulation, the TAD signatures are broader and573

the timing does not always agree with that from the AMIE-POT simulation.574

Associated with the increased high latitude energy input into the ionosphere-thermosphere575

system in the Weimer-POT case, there is an approximately 20% larger zonal mean neu-576

tral density at 350 km at middle and low latitudes in the Weimer-POT case compared577
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to the AMIE-POT and the OIM-FAC simulations (Figure 11). The zonal mean neutral578

temperature at the geographic equator at 350 km (not depicted) is approximately by 7%579

larger in the Weimer-POT simulation compared to the AMIE-POT and OIM-FAC sim-580

ulations, indicating that part of the neutral density increase is due to thermospheric ex-581

pansion.582

To compare absolute density magnitudes, we use derived densities from the Chal-583

lenging Minisatellite Payload (CHAMP) and Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment584

(GRACE)-B accelerometer data scaled to 400 km (Sutton, 2018) using the Mass-Spectrometer-585

Incoherent-Scatter (MSIS) model (Picone et al., 2002). The neutral density variations586

at approximately 7 local time (LT) and 16 LT are illustrated in Figure 12. For all three587

simulations the neutral density at 400 km during the quiescent DOY 148 is up to ap-588

proximately 40-50% larger than the one derived from CHAMP and GRACE-B data at589

7 LT and 16 LT, respectively. During the geomagnetically active DOY 149 and 150, the590

comparison is mixed. At 7 LT the neutral density from the Weimer-POT simulation tends591

to be larger than the one from CHAMP data; however at 16 LT the Weimer simulation592

captures the neutral density peak magnitudes around DOY 149.7 and 150.45. The AMIE-593

POT and the OIM-FAC simulations both underestimate the neutral density peaks at 16594

LT, but the background magnitudes are comparable to the GRACE-B values. At 7 LT595

the AMIE-POT and OIM-FAC cases, but not the Weimer-POT case, capture better the596

interhemispheric differences and the general magnitude of the neutral density on DOY597

149 and 150. Note that for the simulation results we do not consider the satellite orbits598

but include all longitudes for the specific local time, which is justified since we are not599

conducting a detailed model-data comparison but rather focus on the main differences600

among the three sets of simulations.601

The magnetic-zonal mean peak electron density of the F2-layer (NmF2) is shown602

in Figure 13. All the simulations tend to have larger NmF2 peak values in the south-603

ern (winter) equatorial ionization anomaly (EIA) region compared to the northern (sum-604

mer) EIA region. On DOY 149 the low latitude NmF2 of the Weimer simulation is larger605

than that for the AMIE-POT and OIM-FAC simulations, most likely associated with the606

larger daytime vertical equatorial drift during that time period in the Weimer simula-607

tion (Figure 15). Overall, the NmF2 from the OIM-FAC is smaller than that in the other608

two cases, which might be associated with the lower daytime vertical drift.609
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The increased mid-latitude NmF2 around λq = −35o to − 45o at DOY 149.4 is610

most pronounced in the Weimer-POT simulation and correlates with the enhanced equa-611

torward neutral wind (Figure 10), which is indicative of neutral wind pushing plasma612

up the field-lines into regions of reduced recombination. The correlation between equa-613

torward winds and increased middle latitude NmF2 is only apparent in the southern and614

not in the northern hemisphere, particularly in the Weimer-POT and AMIE-POT sim-615

ulations and less pronounced in the OIM-FAC simulation. The zonal mean equatorward616

wind magnitude at middle latitude during geomagnetically disturbed times does not have617

a significant interhemispheric difference (e.g., Fuller-Rowell et al., 1996) to explain the618

interhemispheric difference in the middle latitude NmF2 (Figure 10). It should be pointed619

out that the zonal mean NmF2, in comparison with the zonal mean wind, is dominated620

by the daytime values which are several orders of magnitudes larger than night-time val-621

ues.622

It was shown that during solstice conditions the ionospheric storm time effects are623

negative in the summer and positive in the winter mid-latitude region (e.g., Fuller-Rowell624

et al., 1994; Araujo-Pradere et al., 2006; Stankov et al., 2010). Note that we focus on625

the zonal mean NmF2 in Figure 13, called the DC shift by Rodger et al. (1989) and not626

the local time variation. The positive and negative zonal mean NmF2 changes are as-627

sociated with the summer-to-winter meridional circulation which enhances the [O]/[N2]628

ratio in the winter hemisphere and during storm times the seasonal poleward wind in629

the winter hemisphere restrains the [O]/[N2] ratio changes to the winter middle latitude630

region (e.g., Fuller-Rowell et al., 1996). This suggests that in the simulation in the north-631

ern middle latitude region the negative storm effects are compensated by the positive632

effect of the equatorward wind. Further examinations would be necessary which are be-633

yond the scope of this study.634

The differences in the Joule heating rate and their effect on the neutral dynamics635

are reflected in the zonal mean [O]/[N2] ratio at 180 km illustrated in the Figure 14. On636

DOY 148, the [O]/[N2] ratio exhibits normal solstice variation with larger ratios in the637

winter hemisphere than in the summer hemisphere (e.g., Luan et al., 2017). The south-638

ern high latitude [O]/[N2] ratio (poleward of approximately λq = −60o) of the AMIE-639

POT and Weimer-POT simulations is reduced compared to the OIM-FAC simulation,640

which is associated with the larger Joule heating rate enhancing the upward transport641

of [N2] and reducing the [O]/[N2] ratio in the former simulations. In the southern mid-642
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dle latitude region (approximately between λq = −30 to −45o), the [O]/[N2] ratio in643

the Weimer-POT and AMIE-POT simulations is increased, associated with the enhanced644

meridional mean circulation and atomic oxygen transport due to the increased Joule heat-645

ing (see Figures 9 and 10). The compositional changes contribute to the comparatively646

larger NmF2 in the southern mid-latitude region in the AMIE-POT and WEIMER-POT647

simulations compared to the OIM-FAC simulation, which has weaker meridional mean648

circulation and a lower [O]/[N2] ratio in that region.649

The low latitude NmF2 also depends on the daytime equatorial vertical drift. In650

Figure 15 (left panels) the vertical ExB drift at the magnetic equator is presented over651

local time and DOY, and NmF2 (right panels) in the southern crest of the EIA at mag-652

netic latitude λq = −10o. The black dashed line indicates the solar local time varia-653

tion of a point for geographic longitude φg = 0o at the magnetic equator.654

Overall, the vertical drift variations are similar for the three simulations, but there655

are also persistent differences. The OIM-FAC equatorial vertical drift in the daytime is656

lower than the drifts in the other two simulations, and it tends to have larger pre-dawn657

upward drift (4-6 LT). The occurrence time of the pre-dawn drift in all three simulations658

is similar. The temporal variability of the equatorial vertical drift is larger in the AMIE-659

POT and OIM-FAC simulations than in the WEIMER-POT simulation. The morning660

drift (4-8 LT) of all simulations has the tendency to be weakly upward or even down-661

ward, except for DOY 149, for longitudes close to φg = 0o.662

The afternoon NmF2 correlates well with the morning vertical drift in the Weimer-663

POT simulation. At DOY 149.5 the morning drift is strongly upward between 6-8 LT664

and several hours afterwards the afternoon NmF2 is large. Around DOY 149.75 in the665

Weimer-POT simulation, the drift is downward between 6-12 LT and NmF2 is signif-666

icantly reduced at the same geographic longitude for the rest of the daylit hours, com-667

pared with other days. This strong reduction in NmF2 does not occur in the AMIE-POT668

and OIM-FAC simulations. Overall, the result suggests that part of the lower afternoon669

NmF2 value in the OIM-FAC simulation is caused by the lower daytime equatorial ver-670

tical ExB drift compared to the other two simulations.671

A more detailed picture of the diurnal variations of the equatorial vertical ExB drift672

at different longitudes is given in Figure 16. JULIA observations from the Jicamarca ob-673

servatory are added by the green dots in Figure 16 a. The approximate nighttime is in-674
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dicated by the gray shaded area (18-6 LT). On the quiet DOY 148 the daytime verti-675

cal drift observations and the simulations agree well, except that the OIM-FAC drifts676

are less positive or more negative in the pre-noon hours. During the geomagnetically dis-677

turbed period, the daytime vertical drift of the OIM-FAC simulation tends to be smaller678

than for the other two cases. The agreement between the simulated vertical drift of the679

different cases varies with longitude, and in general the daytime drift of the OIM-FAC680

case is smaller, while the vertical drift of the AMIE-POT and Weimer-POT simulations681

agree well with each other. At φg = −76o all three simulations show reasonable agree-682

ment with the JULIA drifts during day time.683

The nighttime vertical drift of the OIM-FAC simulation is in general more variable684

than for the other two cases. For the OIM-FAC case, the electric field is solved for at685

high latitudes and not prescribed as in the Weimer-POT and AMIE-POT simulations;686

therefore the equatorial vertical drift is sensitive to the details about the high latitude687

conductance and field-line current distribution, which determine the electric field.688

The total electron content (TEC) of the three simulations is compared to GPS TEC689

in Figure 17 for DOY 149 at 12 UT (DOY 149.5). As seen in the previous diagnostics690

the plasma density has the largest magnitude in the Weimer-POT simulation. For the691

OIM-FAC simulation, the EIA signature is more confined to the low latitude region but692

the magnitude is comparable to the AMIE-POT simulation. Overall, the TEC variations693

are similar among the 3 different simulations. The largest difference is at southern mid-694

latitudes, where the AMIE-POT and OIM-FAC simulations have a secondary latitudi-695

nal peak around geographic latitude λ = −45o, but the Weimer simulation has a sec-696

ondary latitudinal peak close to λ = −30o. Further diagnostics indicates that neutral697

composition plays some role in the different peak location in the Weimer-POT simula-698

tion. In the λ = −45o region the N2 mass mixing ratio in the Weimer simulation is ap-699

proximately 50% larger than that in the other two cases, contributing to increased re-700

combination in the lower F-region.701

6 Summary and Conclusions702

In this study, we present initial results from the TIEGCM with prescribed high lat-703

itude FAC based on the AMPERE data. In order to solve for asymmetric electric po-704

tential, we introduce a new approach by first, solving for the electric potential due to the705
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wind dynamo with prescribed high latitude FAC, then determine the residual FAC in706

each hemisphere, and use this residual FAC to determine a correction potential in the707

northern and southern polar regions, and in a final step add the potentials together. The708

wind dynamo has an influence on the high latitude electric potential, in contrast to ap-709

proaches that specify the potential, like the Weimer-POT or AMIE-POT cases. The con-710

tribution of wind-driven ionospheric current to the FAC is on the order of 10% of the711

total FAC, usually in opposite direction of the prescribed FAC. In contrast, the polar712

electric potential is not affected by the wind dynamo in techniques that specify the high713

latitude electric potential, but the FAC is affected by the wind dynamo in such techniques.714

Specifying the FAC versus an electric potential at high latitude describes the MI715

coupling as a pure current generator versus a voltage generator, respectively. Both are716

idealized ways to describe the magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling since ionospheric con-717

ductivities and the dynamo impose restrictions on the relation between electric fields and718

FAC, and the magnetospheric plasma pressure and plasma acceleration also constrain719

the FAC flowing into and out of the ionosphere. Specifying an electric potential or FAC720

does in general not satisfy the ionospheric and magnetospheric constraints simultane-721

ously.722

As with any new approach, it is important to compare to widely used and accepted723

methods. Therefore, we simulate the 28-30 May 2010 time period using the TIEGCM724

with specified high latitude Weimer electric potential, AMIE electric potential and au-725

roral particle precipitation, and prescribed FAC. Since the assimilative AMIE procedure726

ingests various observations to get optimal specification of the electric potential and au-727

roral particle precipitation, we consider, in general, the AMIE patterns and the associ-728

ated simulation as closest to reality overall, although the AMPERE inputs should be most729

representative of the actual FAC.730

We did not tune any simulation, but adjusted the default auroral parametrization731

in the TIEGCM for the prescribed FAC since the auroral oval parametrization in the TIEGCM732

is adjusted to fit to the Weimer electric potential, which is not necessarily suitable for733

the observed FAC distribution. We modified the default aurora parametrization by in-734

creasing the aurora oval width and reducing the energy flux, decreasing the aurora cir-735

cle offset toward midnight, and increasing the default offset toward dawn.736
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Comparing the three simulations, we find that the new approach with specified high737

latitude FAC produces the spatial and temporal variations in the ionosphere and ther-738

mosphere during the 28-30 May 2010 time period with the same general characteristics739

as the other two techniques. The employed specified high latitude OIM-FAC was weaker,740

especially in the southern hemisphere, compared to the AMPERE-FAC data product and741

the AMIE procedure. This reduction is probably associated with the processing of the742

magnetic perturbations to derive smooth FAC distributions (Shi et al., 2020b). Since the743

focus of the current study is on the introduction of the new method, we did not attempt744

to improve the agreement between the three FAC distributions.745

The temporal variation of the hemispherically integrated Joule heating rate com-746

pares favorably to the AMIE driven simulation. The Joule heating rates from the AMIE-747

POT and OIM-FAC simulations tend to be smaller than that from the Weimer simu-748

lation, which is associated with the magnitude difference in the polar potential drop be-749

tween these simulations.750

Due to the difference in the Joule heating rate between the Weimer-POT and the751

other AMIE-POT and OIM-FAC simulations, the zonal mean neutral wind is more equa-752

torward and westward in the Weimer-POT simulation, leading to reduced high latitude753

[O]/[N2] ratio, especially in the southern hemisphere. The OIM-FAC simulation behaves754

similarly to the AMIE-POT simulation in terms of the neutral dynamics and neutral den-755

sity magnitude and variations. Comparison with neutral density derived from CHAMP756

and GRACE-B accelerometer data indicates that the Weimer-POT simulation captures757

the storm-time peak neutral density magnitude on DOY 149 at 16 LT well, while the758

neutral density from AMIE-POT and OIM-FAC simulations tends to be low at this lo-759

cal time. However, at 7 LT the Weimer-POT simulation overestimates the neutral den-760

sity while AMIE-POT and OIM-FAC simulated magnitudes and especially the interhemi-761

spheric differences agree better with the satellite observations.762

The OIM-FAC simulated ionosphere is in general consistent with the Weimer-POT763

and AMIE-POT simulations. However, there are some systematic differences. In gen-764

eral, the low latitude NmF2 from the OIM-FAC simulation is smaller than that from the765

other two simulations. A potential cause is the smaller daytime upward equatorial drift.766

The spatial distribution of the NmF2 is similar in the AMIE-POT and OIM-FAC sim-767

ulations. Using prescribed FAC compared to prescribed electric potential increases the768
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variability of the night-time equatorial electric field since the electric potential depends769

on the auroral conductances in the prescribed FAC case.770

In this first study, we demonstrate that using prescribed FAC at high latitude in771

the TIEGCM compares well with the simulation driven by AMIE electric potential and772

auroral particle precipitation. The new approach can be used to include observed high773

latitude FAC in GCMs to study their effects on the TI system. In addition, the new ap-774

proach might be useful in coupling magnetospheric models to thermosphere-ionosphere775

models via FACs as they are direct output of MHD models.776

Future work includes the careful examination of the magnitude of the FAC distri-777

bution to ensure data processing does not introduce unintended effects. In the case of778

prescribed high latitude FAC, the mismatch between FAC and auroral precipitation dis-779

tributions can lead to unreasonable electric potential solutions, which affect also the equa-780

torial electric field variations. This highlights the importance of having better specifi-781

cations of the auroral particle precipitation, even on large scales, which are consistent782

with the FAC (e.g., Marsal et al., 2012; Zhu et al., 2020). Overall, more events need to783

be examined with the new approach to gain more experience and solidify our initial find-784

ings.785
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28 May 30 May

Figure 1. IMF By and Bz [nT] for 28-30 May 2010 based on NASA SPDF-OMNIweb data

[https://omniweb.gsfc.nasa.gov].
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AMIE-POTWeimer-POT OIM-FAC

NH

SH

|lq|=50o

|lq|=50o

Auroral ionization rate [1/cm3/s] at ~118km: DOY 149 UT 12

[1/cm3/s]

a. b. c.

Figure 2. Auroral ionization rate [ 1
cm3s

] poleward of ±50o quasi dipole latitude for 29 May

2010 (DOY 149 UT 12) for a. Weimer-POT case, b. AMIE auroral precipitation, and c. OIM-

FAC case for northern hemisphere (top) and southern hemisphere (bottom) with Weimer-POT

case and OIM-FAC case using the TIEGCM default analytical aurora model but with different

parametrization (see Supporting Information)(Roble & Ridley, 1987).
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Bz=-14.3nT 
By=  0nT

NH

SH

d. OIM-FACc. AMIE FACb. Weimer FAC modela. AMPERE FAC data

DOY 149 UT 12field-aligned current (FAC)
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Figure 3. Field-aligned current [µA/m2] (positive is upward) for 29 May 2010 (doy 149) at

12 UT plotted over magnetic local time (MLT) in northern hemisphere (NH, top panels) and

southern hemisphere (SH, bottom panels) from different sources: a. AMPERE FAC data prod-

uct [http://ampere.jhuapl.edu/], b. empirical Weimer FAC model (Weimer, 2005), c. FAC

from AMIE procedure, and d. FAC using OI method. Note that these patterns are not based on

TIEGCM simulations.
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Northern hemisphere integrated upward FAC [MA] (50-90o)

Southern hemisphere integrated upward FAC [MA] (-90 to -50o)

OIM-FAC

Weimer FAC

AMIE FAC

AMPERE FAC

OIM-FAC

Weimer FAC

AMIE FAC

AMPERE FAC

Figure 4. Hemispherically integrated upward field-aligned current [MA] poleward of λq = 50o

in the northern hemisphere (NH, top panels) and southern hemisphere (SH, bottom panels) from

different sources: AMPERE FAC data product http://ampere.jhuapl.edu/ (orange lines), em-

pirical Weimer FAC model (Weimer, 2005) (blue lines), FAC from AMIE procedure (black lines),

and OIM-FAC (red lines).
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b. AMIE-POT c. OIM-FAC

radial current density Jqr

Bz=-14.3nT 
By=0nT

DOY 149 UT 12

NH

SH

a. Weimer-POT

[mA/m2]

Figure 5. Radial current density Jqr [µA/m2] (positive is upward) for 29 May 2010 (doy 149)

at 12 UT based on the TIEGCM simulations for a. Weimer-POT, b. AMIE-POT, and c. OIM-

FAC cases for the northern hemisphere (NH, top panels) and southern hemisphere (SH, bottom

panels) over MLT and magnetic latitude (perimeter latitude is ±50o ).
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Bz=-14.3nT 
By=0nT

DOY 149 UT 12

b. AMIE-POT c. OIM-FACa. Weimer-POT

Jqr(dynamo)

NH

SH

[mA/m2]

Figure 6. Radial current density Jqr [µA/m2] (positive is upward) for 29 May 2010 (day

of year 149) at 12 UT due to the wind dynamo based on TIEGCM simulations for a. Weimer-

POT, b. AMIE-POT, and c. OIM-FAC cases for the northern hemisphere (NH, top panels) and

southern hemisphere (SH, bottom panels) over MLT and magnetic latitude (perimeter is ±50o

magnetic latitude).
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northern hemisphere polar potential drop DF [kV]

southern hemisphere polar potential drop DF [kV]

OIM-FAC

Weimer-POT

AMIE-POT

OIM-FAC

Weimer-POT

AMIE-POT

Figure 7. Polar potential drop [kV] poleward of ±50o magnetic latitude based on simulations

for Weimer-POT (blue), AMIE-POT (black), and OIM-FAC (red) cases for northern hemisphere

(top) and southern hemisphere (bottom)
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AMIE-POT OIM-FACSuperDARN assimilative 
Mapping (SAM)

DF=126kV

DF=131kV

DF=95kV
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DF=105kV

DF=80kV

|lq|=50o

|lq|=50o

Weimer-POT

Electric potential: DOY 149 12 UT 

a. b. c. d.

Figure 8. Electric potential [kV] poleward of ±50o magnetic latitude for 29 May 2010 (doy

149 UT 12) based on a. SuperDARN assimilative mapping (SAM) (Cousins et al., 2013) (2 min

window) [VT.superdarn.org], and simulations b. Weimer-POT, c. AMIE-POT, and d. OIM-FAC

cases for the northern hemisphere (top panels) and southern hemisphere (bottom panels)
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Integrated Joule heating (lq<-50o) [GW]

Figure 9. Hemispherically integrated Joule heating [GW] poleward of ±50o magnetic latitude

based on simulations Weimer-POT (blue), AMIE-POT (black), and OIM-FAC (red) cases for the

northern hemisphere (top) and southern hemisphere (bottom)
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Figure 10. Zonal mean meridional (left panels) and zonal (right panels) neutral wind [m/s]

at 350 km altitude over geographic latitude and day of year (DOY) 2010 for the simulations

Weimer-POT (top), AMIE-POT (middle), and OIM-FAC (bottom).
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Figure 11. Zonal mean neutral density 10−12[kg/m3] at 350km over geographic latitude

and day of year (DOY) 2010 for the simulations Weimer-POT (top), AMIE-POT (middle), and

OIM-FAC (bottom).
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Figure 12. Neutral density 10−12[kg/m3] at 400km over geographic latitude and day of year

(doy) 2010 at 7 LT (left panels) and 16 LT (right panels) based on neutral densities scaled to 400

km from CHAMP (top left panel) and GRACE-B (top right panel) and the simulations Weimer-

POT (second from top), AMIE-POT (third from top), and OIM-FAC (bottom); Note that the

simulations are not sampled along the satellite orbits and we use geometric height to interpolate

to 400 km altitude.
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Figure 13. Zonal mean NmF2 [#/cm3] over quasi dipole latitude and day of year (doy) 2010

for the simulations Weimer-POT (top), AMIE-POT (middle), and OIM-FAC (bottom).
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Figure 14. Zonal mean [O]/[N2] at 180 km over quasi dipole latitude and DOY 2010 for the

simulations Weimer-POT (top), AMIE-POT (middle), and OIM-FAC (bottom).
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Figure 15. Vertical ExB drift [m/s] at the magnetic equator in the F-region (approximately

215 km) (left panels) and NmF2 log10 [#/cm3] at quasi dipole latitude λq = −100 (right panels)

over local time and day of year (DOY) 2010 for the simulations Weimer-POT (top), AMIE-POT

(middle), and OIM-FAC (bottom). The dashed line indicates the solar local time variation of a

point at geographic longitude φg = 0 at the geographic equator.
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c.

Equatorial vertical ExB drift [m/s] at fg=-76o
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Figure 16. Vertical ExB drift [m/s] at the magnetic equator in the F-region (approximately

215 km) over DOY 2010 for the simulations Weimer-POT (blue), AMIE-POT (black), and OIM-

FAC (red) for geographic longitudes a. φg = −75o (top), b. φg = −17.5o (middle), and c.

φg = −77.5o (bottom). JULIA observations are illustrated by the green dots. The gray shaded

areas indicate 18 to 6 local time.
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Figure 17. Comparison of total electron content (TEC) at doy 149.5 (29 May 2010 at 12

UT): a. GPS TEC from MIT Haystack observatory, b. Weimer-POT simulation, c. OIM-FAC

simulation, d. AMIE-POT simulation.
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